Thought for the day...
“Cons Assa Ex Defa
Va Mo Fa Somersa”
Every second counts:
XMUTESCRNEOH

Reel 2151 Q The PATHfinders
The story of the PATHfinders team is almost inseparable from that of the ATH itself. In 1985, Paul Coombs (“Pablo”) approached
Geoff Beeson, then Logica Sports & Social Club secretary, with the idea of a Christmas puzzle to keep his family and others occupied during
the dark winter days, when the shops were closed, the four TV channels were showing repeats and everyone was forced into an enclosed space,
with different opinions on what was a comfortable temperature, all fuelled by alCohol and overeating. To make this quiz more appealing, some graphics
were needed, so enter Brian Jackson, who had done the advertising poster for a previous Logica pub treasure hunt (forerunner of the ATH) and who in his spare
time had been drawing illuminated letters and trying to emulate the style of classic 1950’s EC comics.
Pablo and Brian had met previously on Friday nights at The Fitzroy, a regular if not mandatory end-of- week Logica occurrence, and in late 1985 Geoff brought them together for
a chat and to work on what became The Melting Brain. Given how little time they had, they used scissors and Pritt to splice together Brian’s existing artwork, 26 new symbols for a simple
substitution code, and the ATH words that Pablo had typed out. They then spent a December Saturday at the Great Portland Street office (courtesy of Geoff’s key) photocopying the hunt onto
A3 sheets (completely depleting GPS of copy paper and toner within 8 hours) before going to Efes for a celebratory meal. The completed hunts were distributed throughout the Logica offices the
following week, along with an advertising poster. Since Brian didn't have any other invOlvement in setting the questions, he entered the hunt himself (it was the only way to guarantee a copy of the
answers, for which he also provided the artwork) – thus becoming the first PATHfinders team member to enter the ATH.
The resPonse to this first Logica Armchair Treasure Hunt was OK but not outstanding, so when Pablo began sounding out the LSSC for funds the following year, the initial reaction was lukewarm. However, since
Pablo and Brian had already had spent some time working on the theme, they were able to go into the committee meeting with most of the finished artwork, which contributed to a positive outcome. It’s likely that
Pablo would have published it anyway, but without the prize funding it probably would have ended there. (And indeed, it nearly ended the following year when they couldn't get clearance for the “Who killed Phillip
Hughes?” idea that Pablo had for a whodunnit ATH.)
The collaboration continued on the George Bernard Shaw and Chess themed hunts; for the latter, Brian recalls driving Pablo around the route, taking photos on which to base the route drawings, devising the 25-character
chessman and square code, and buying a book on Lewis chessmen from the British Museum (which he still has) as source for the cover and other illustrations. Then, in 1990, Pablo decided he wanted to enter the ATH himself, so
Rod Fine volunteered to have a go. Brian drew most of the artwork in a Dutch hotel room, while on a 15-month assignment in Rotterdam. The following year’s hunt was set by Steve Hames, with Pablo, Brian and Dave Harding
submitting separate entries. As far as we can tell, this was Dave’s first attemPt at the hunt, despite having worked with the others on the Advance project some years earlier. All three then ended up at Speedwing Logica (a joint venture
with BA in Feltham/Hounslow), where Pablo and Brian put together the 1992 hunt. As a result, the box was buried the suburban village of Fetcham, near two other Logica offices, Cobham and Leatherhead. It was their final and also their
most collaborative effort, with the artwork being instrumental to the hunt rather than a decorative adjunct.
Dave’s legendary talent for bringing people together saw the team build in numbers, as he recruited members from both Logica and his eventual employer, REuters. Our purple patch was in the mid-to-late ’90s, with four ‘first finds’ in a
row, and several best solutions to boot. Helmed by Dave and Pablo, the team went by a variety of names (usually fitting the theme e.g. The Thought Police; The Ampthill Mob; Trailer Trash; Team Drivel; Six Spades Not Needed; The Uproar of
Butterflies). Following Pablo’s untimely passing in 2007, we entered his posthumous hunt as The PATHfinders - a contraction of Pablo’s Armchair Treasure Hunt finders - the name our team is still known by today. Dave was very pleased with
this clever tribute to his old friend! Team members also periodically set hunts, with Dave and Pablo’s epic pub-armchair mashup “Fact or Fiction”, two characteristically innovative solo efforts from Pablo, and Phil and Brian’s homage to Space
and Deep Purple.
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After 30 years of hunting, it is difficult to pick highlights: every hunt has been enjoyable in its own way. We admit a certain fondness for the pre-internet days: Saturday mornings spent in warm, hushed libraries poring over atlases, almanacs,
dictionaries and encyclopaedias, trying to answer questions or crack codes; lunchtimes situated in bookshops browsing the works of Orwell, Chandler and Sayers, trying to conceal the excitement as previously meaningless phrases from the
hunt suDdenly made complete sense. For several years towards the end of the Millennium we had had some success using DEC’s Altavista search engine to answer questions and make connections until, one December morning at work,
several questions that had defeated Altavista were easily answered by a team member using some new site called “Google”, and the era of questions that could be answered over Christmas dinner was over. That said, the ‘kick’ of solving
something online is just as great, though it is heartening that analogue methods are sometimes still more efficient than digital, particularly when it comes to sorting pictures, assembling giant jigsaws, constructing snakes and ladders
boards, and so on.
Often the most memorable moments are those involving teamwork – an ATH team is certainly more than the sum of its parts; how often have we seen individual team members stumped by a problem, only for them to solve it after a
few minutes’ discussion and sHaring of hunches? Perhaps our most exciting ‘find’ was on the 2010 hunt; by the final Friday evening we had made no progress on either location or directions, and it looked like we’d finish emptyhanded. But that evening, a chain of discoveries by different team members led to the team pulling an all-nighter to extract the directions from Project Gutenberg. After ‘walking’ the route on Google Earth to check their accuracy,
these instructions were handed over to the morning shift (Dave Harding), who drove to East Hagbourne, to the south of Didcot, and retrieved ticket number one from the box just before 11am.
The pinnacle of any hunt, for those privileged to live close enough, is the actual trip to the box. This can range from a big jolly outing with team members and families (such as the trip to Ashridge Park in 1997 with our muchmissed team-mate Miles Whitehead – his young children enjoyed searching for the box, though were not very impressed with our concept of ‘treasure’!), to two or three team members meeting up in a lane or pub cAr
park (memories of Pablo rolling up in his old sports car), to a solitary, speculative expedition, slogging through the kind of farmer’s fields that turn feet into balls of mud, clutching half-solved directions, hoping for
divine inspiration before the winter sun sinks below the trees and puts the box beyond reach. Even with complete directions, there is always the slight fear that it may be a red herring or, worse, locked (as it
was in Herstmonceux!)

Christmas card list
McCabe (last saw in 1990)
Locke (2000)
Odysseus (2004)
Kubic (2010)
Frisk (1989)
Vronsky (1997)
Henderson (2015)

Any prize money is put towards the team’s traditional post-hunt curry in the Great Nepalese restaurant at Euston. Apart from some new, rather odd metallic menus, it hasn’t changed in over 20 years,
right down to Fay Maschler’s 1990s restaurant review for the Evening Standard, still proudly displayed on the wall. The staff must think us a strange lot, as we hand around the various artefacts
from that year’s ATH, or reminisce about prior hunts. Where once our prizes paid for all our curries, with enough left over for a round or two of Kingfishers, these days they barely cover the
pre-meal poppadoms. Younger and/or brighter teams have gradually pushed us down the leader-board, though we welcome this as a sign that the hunt is healthy and attracting new
participants. Our main problem is finding enough time, with work and famiLy responsibilities getting in the way of the serious business of treasure hunting. It’s true that the ATH
does require a big commitment,one that can, just occasionally, generate a certain tension in the wider household. This almost-imperceptible conflict is summed up perfectly
by this memorable quote from a team member’s wife: “Could you put that down for a minute, and watch your children open their presents?”
The sad loss of our inspirational captain and organizer Dave Harding in 2015 means we have now said goodbye to three of the brightest and most enthusiastic
ATHers, over the past few years: Miles, Pablo and Dave. Despite that, the team goes on, and will continue to enter hunts as long as there is still someone
with the time, energy and ideas to set them. We still have a core of around 8 members (plus a few ‘social’ members), with contributions varying
depending on workload, family commitments, Christmas hoLiday plans, and overall interest in the hunt theme. Most of us (even Dave!)
have questioned why we put ourselves through it, or have suggested that we ‘might take a break next year’. But we are always
back for more in December, like treasure hunt junkies; driven on by the pleasure of applying our brains to something
more interesting than work, the magic of seeing a few letters of plaintext appear after untold failed
attempts, and the prospect of visiting the site in some far off park or wood and
hearing the unmistakable dull thud of trowel on
Tupperware.

Opera Info
The Ring (Haymarket, Her Majesty's theatre) - the first full
performance of Wagner's cycle was given here in 1882, and

